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Motivation

Opportunity – insights from data analysis
Recognizing data as assets

text, sensors, images, user behaviour, social networks
Available AI/Text Mining methods for big data analytics

real-time analysis, modelling, predictions on data streams
Capability to ask the right questions

new ways of perceiving the world (new generations)
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Motivation

Opportunity – insights from data analysis
Recognizing data as assets

text, sensors, images, user behaviour, social networks
Available AI/Text Mining methods for big data analytics

real-time analysis, modelling, predictions on data streams
Capability to ask the right questions

new ways of perceiving the world (new generations)

Need – for supporting smart industry
human-friendly automation of processes, decision support under
information overload, analytics combining multiple data sources

Challenge – getting the best from AI/Text Mining
see Artificial Intelligence as a tool, like a hammer or like our mind, 
it is on us human to use it consciously for the right purpose
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Why Text Mining in Industry?

Different industries work with text data, for instance: 
marketing communication (eg., campaign analytics, profiling users)
malfunctioning reports (eg., aircraft construction, productions lines)
manufacturing modelling (eg., modelling/reasoning on knowledge graphs) 

AI/Text Mining can offer technology and tools
deep data analytics of the content and context, dynamics of interaction
modelling of complex systems (digital twin, what-if scenarios, predictions,…)
user friendly communication for man-machine collaboration (speech, IoT,…)

Human can develop skills to benefit from the use of AI/Text Mining
understand the strengths and limitations of AI technology
develop regulatory system to ensure sustainability
consciously orchestrate it all for the benefits of today and the future generations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
deep data analytics of the content (to better understand what it is) and context (market, soci-economic, user groups,…), dynamics of interaction (supply/demand, user behaviour, complementary and supplementary areas)modelling of complex systems (digital twin, what-if scenarios, real-time monitoring and adjustments, predictions, knowledge acquisition and reasoning…)user friendly communication for man-machine collaboration (sensing, speech recognition/synthesis, access to knowledge/info., IoT, believable agents,…) 
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AIQ = AI + IQ
AIQ stands for: 

Artificial Intelligence + Intelligence Quotient
AI tools applied on large data + human intelligence to 
provide context - adapted interpretation of the data

The AIQ tool helps clients in 
audience modeling, campaign analytics and thematic 
web search
supports decision making for sales, editorial and 
consultancy groups

https://www.adweek.com/digital/bloomberg-is-tapping-its-deep-resources-to-provide-consulting-services-for-businesses/
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Introduction to BloombergAiQ

AiQ joins three main types of data sources: 
main stream news, social media and user data

AiQ uses AI & Text Mining technology to simplify intensive, 
diverse and large data sources

Machine Learning (supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised)
Natural Language Processing & Light-Weight Semantics
Stream-mining to process data streams in near real-time
Probabilistic data joins to connect diverse data sources
Data visualization to show complex data in an insightful way
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News sources 
(35k+ main stream 
publishers including 

Bloomberg.com )

First party 
Web cookie 
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Example of the tool usage

Iran seized tanker – reports on Bloomberg
Data: news till the end of July 2019

Query: “Iran says it seized a "foreign tanker" and its 12 crew on Sunday for smuggling 
fuel in the Gulf.”
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News reporting

How did this particular media report the news?

What were the main subtopics touched upon?
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News reporting

Which content was better read, 
which was more viral?
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What are the particularities of the 
audience that read specific topics?
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Global Real-Time Cross-lingual 
Media Monitoring

Tracking of 35k+ global main 
stream and social media content in 
50+ languages
Aligning content into a single 
semantic space
Organizing content into media 
events and storylines
Providing rich visualizations and 
exploratory search

EventRegistry.org

http://eventregistry.org/
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Example of additional data sources/services

Iran seized tanker 
– reports on global 
media
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Semantic technologies

Semi-automatically structuring diverse data into a 
meaningful taxonomy

Based on machine learning techniques
unsupervised hierarchical clustering
semi-supervised Active Learning (human in the loop)
created models are used as classification models

Provides better structuring of data for in-depth analysis
Automatic relevant tag/keyword extraction
Enables to design and implement better content centered 
campaigns
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Modelling User Interests

Goal: 
identify user segments (for advertising, recommendations, 
personalized info. delivery,…)

Data: 
user behavior, user context, visited content

Approach: 
utilize registered users to generalize based on machine 
learning methods
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User Modelling

Model user context
Based on registered users build a model for user 
demographics (gender, age, income)

Model user segments
Build model for each segment based on web-pages visited by 
the users from the segment
Models use keywords, named-entities, queries and web-page 
metadata

Matching user’s interest 
Classify new users into segments for better ad targeting
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User Context
User representation

Extracted from subset of fields
Using vector space model
Normalizing elements for each field

Training set 
One visit = one vector
User = a centroid of all his/her visits
Positive examples - users from the targeted 
segment; negative examples - sample of 
other users

Machine learning algorithm
Support Vector Machine, linear kernel 
(dealing with high dimensional data)
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Experimental setting

Real-world dataset from a major news publishing website
5 million daily users, 1 million registered users (out of 30 million unique users)

Tested predictions of three demographic dimensions:
Age, Gender, Income

Three user groups based on the number of visits:
≥2, ≥10, ≥50

Evaluation:
Break Even Point (BEP) on 10-fold cross validation

Category Size Category Size Category Size
Male 250,000 21-30 100,000 0-24k 50,000

Female 250,000 31-40 100,000 25k-49k 50,000
41-50 100,000 50k-74k 50,000
51-60 100,000 75k-99k 50,000
61-80 100,000 100k-149k 50,000

150k-254k 50,000
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Gender
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Income (≥10 visits)

14,00%

15,00%

16,00%

17,00%

18,00%

19,00%

20,00%

21,00%

22,00%

0-24 50-74 150-254

Text Features
Named Entities
All Meta Data
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Identifying Segments

Log 
files

User 
profiles 

Articles

Segment Keywords

Stock Market Stock Market, mortgage, banking, investors, Wall
Street, turmoil, New York Stock Exchange

Health diabetes, heart disease, disease, heart, illness

Green 
Energy

Hybrid cars, energy, power, model, carbonated, 
fuel, bulbs, 

Hybrid cars Hybrid cars, vehicles, model, engines, diesel

Travel travel, wine, opening, tickets, hotel, sites, cars, 
search, restaurant

… …

~30 million unique users/month, ~5 million/day
~50 GB of log files per day - processed in <1 hour (live stream)
real-time queries on processed data
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Identifying Segments

Log 
files

User 
profiles 

Articles

Advertisers

Segment Keywords

Stock Market Stock Market, mortgage, banking, investors, Wall
Street, turmoil, New York Stock Exchange

Health diabetes, heart disease, disease, heart, illness

Green 
Energy

Hybrid cars, energy, power, model, carbonated, 
fuel, bulbs, 

Hybrid cars Hybrid cars, vehicles, model, engines, diesel

Travel travel, wine, opening, tickets, hotel, sites, cars, 
search, restaurant

… …

Campaign
to sell 

segments

$

~30 million unique users/month, ~5 million/day
~50 GB of log files per day - processed in <1 hour (live stream)
real-time queries on processed data
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Articles

User Segments

68L0O63W20kA0P
5Z

Stock Market, Politics, Banking

7816vp0M20SA1A4
5

Hybrid cars, Politics

77V4c41d20SA06U
Y

Politics, Stock Market, Asian 
Markets

7816vr0O20SA1T3 Travel

… …
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Matching user’s interest 

Log 
files

User 
profiles 

Articles

User Segments

68L0O63W20kA0P
5Z

Stock Market, Politics, Banking

7816vp0M20SA1A4
5

Hybrid cars, Politics

77V4c41d20SA06U
Y

Politics, Stock Market, Asian 
Markets

7816vr0O20SA1T3 Travel

… …

Ad Segments

Stock Market, Asian Markets, Banking, …

Food, Green Energy, Travel
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GRAPH
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Smart Industry
Monitoring and modelling 

Monitor: visibility (see what), transparency (understand why)
Modelling: predict (be prepared), adapt (self-optimizing)
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Smart Industry – a story of 
uncertainties on many levels

Manufacturing processes are structured along 
interconnected business processes:

Strategic sales – observing global environment (years)
Operational sales – Customer Relation Management (quarters)
Logistics – Supply Chain Management (months)
Production Planning – Scheduling Production Orders 
(weeks/months)
Human Resources Planning – Who? When? Where? (days)
Production Management – shop floor management (hours)
Machine level, IoT sensors - monitoring of physical execution 
(secs/mins)
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Knowledge graph

Encoding facts - properties and 
relations of entities (people, 
products, phenomena,…)

Example reasoning on 
knowledge graphs:

Who is a spouse of Bill Gates?
Who has founded Microsoft?
What is a birthplace of a 
Microsoft founder?
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Knowledge graph

Knowledge graphs in manufacturing - semantic model of products, 
production processes, logistics,…
For instance:

customers – products – supply
production processes
components of different products

Encoding facts - properties and 
relations of entities (people, 
products, phenomena,…)

Example reasoning on 
knowledge graphs:

Who is a spouse of Bill Gates?
Who has founded Microsoft?
What is a birthplace of a 
Microsoft founder?
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Manufacturing Knowledge Graph

Support decision making for manufacturing
encode product-related production problems

Manufacturing service matching
using knowledge graph find equipment suitable for some task
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Manufacturing Knowledge Graph

Support decision making for manufacturing
encode product-related production problems

Manufacturing service matching
using knowledge graph find equipment suitable for some task

Support analysis of user feedback
insights in user-evaluation information

Optimizing supply chain
face customer expectations, variable demand and global
competition by analysing processes, product quality, delivery
accuracy
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Use-cases of Knowledge Graph

Digital twin construction
facts about physical structure, dynamics, interdependences

Risk management
properties of stakeholders and relations between them 
(investments, legal location, currency,…)
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Use-cases of Knowledge Graph

Digital twin construction
facts about physical structure, dynamics, interdependences

Risk management
properties of stakeholders and relations between them 
(investments, legal location, currency,…)

Process monitoring
components and devices, their interdependences

Machine service operations
documenting maintenance events, models of machines, usage, 
connected components,…
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Discussion
AI can cover some of the intelligence

Intelligence is our capability to
analyse, learn from mistakes, predict consequences, develop a strategy
it is connected to clear, focused and selective thinking
needs our guidance to avoid getting lost in details or fantasies

According to yogic philosophy
intelligence is one of the three creative forces needed to manifest success in
life: consciousness, intelligence and energy
knowing what and how we want to manifest, we need resources/energy to
really do it
knowing what to manifest and having resources, we need intelligent strategy

Human play a crucial role in the process
consciously decide what to manifest, what is the goal
intelligently develop a strategy for achieving the goal
involve appropriate resources to implement the strategy and reach the goal
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Jožef Stefan Institute, Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
Jozef Stefan Institute (JSI) is the leading Slovene research institution for natural sciences (1000+ people)
in the areas of computer science, physics, chemistry
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory has over 40 people working in various areas of artificial intelligence
(machine learning, data mining, sensor data analysis, semantic technologies, computational linguistics, logic)

Spinoff-s: Quintlligence, Event Registry, Qlector, SolvesAll, Cyc-Europe, LiveNetLife, ModroOko, Envigence

Selection of Portals and Products: 
Text-Garden (http://www.textmining.net)
Qminer (http://qminer.ijs.si/)
Enrycher (http://enrycher.ijs.si/)
VideoLectures.NET (http://videolectures.net/)
IST-World (http://www.ist-world.org/)
Search-Point (http://searchpoint.ijs.si/)
OntoGen (http://ontogen.ijs.si/)
Document-Atlas (http://docatlas.ijs.si/)
Contextify (http://contextify.net/)
NewsFeed (http://newsfeed.ijs.si/)
DiversiNews (http://aidemo.ijs.si/diversinews/)
EventRegistry (http://eventregistry.org/)
Twitter Observatory (http://twitterobservatory.net/)
Wikifier (http://wikifier.org)
StreamStory (http://streamstory.ijs.si)

Semantic-Graphs

Document-Atlas

VideoLectures.NET

Business Clients: Accenture Labs, Bloomberg, British Telecom, Google Labs, Microsoft Research, New York Times, Siemens, Wikipedia
Academic Partners: Carnegie Mellon, Stanford, Cornel, MIT, Uni. Maryland, RPI,  KIT, UCL,…

Event Registry

OntoGen

SearchPoint

Contextify e-mails

http://ailab.ijs.si/

http://www.textmining.net/
http://qminer.ijs.si/
http://enrycher.ijs.si/
http://videolectures.net/
http://www.ist-world.org/
http://searchpoint.ijs.si/
http://ontogen.ijs.si/
http://docatlas.ijs.si/
http://contextify.net/
http://newsfeed.ijs.si/
http://aidemo.ijs.si/diversinews/
http://eventregistry.org/
http://twitterobservatory.net/
http://wikifier.org/
http://streamstory.ijs.si/login.html
http://ailab.ijs.si/
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Some of the ongoing international AI 
activities in Slovenia

Forthcoming International UNESCO AI Center
Emphasis on AI for social good – where commercial world is not present
The idea is to multiply similar institutes across the world to emphasize ‘good AI’
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rebeccabanovic/2019/04/07/pioneers-of-artificial-
intelligence-slovenia-to-set-up-international-ai-research-centre-with-unesco/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rebeccabanovic/2019/04/07/pioneers-of-artificial-intelligence-slovenia-to-set-up-international-ai-research-centre-with-unesco/
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Some of the ongoing international AI 
activities in Slovenia

Forthcoming International UNESCO AI Center
…emphasis on AI for social good – where commercial world is not present
…plan is to multiply similar institutes across the world to emphasize ‘good AI’
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rebeccabanovic/2019/04/07/pioneers-of-artificial-
intelligence-slovenia-to-set-up-international-ai-research-centre-with-unesco/

Collaboration with OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development)

Active involvement in preparing recommendations on how to regulate AI
AI Observatory – a system to monitor global development of AI (policy monitoring, 
job & skills, science & technology)

AI for Good foundation (https://ai4good.org/) – triggering ‘good AI’ 
projects and organizing events around the world

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rebeccabanovic/2019/04/07/pioneers-of-artificial-intelligence-slovenia-to-set-up-international-ai-research-centre-with-unesco/
https://ai4good.org/
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